
 
 

BATTERY CHARGER NE287 

manufactured by Nord Eletronica 
 

Read the instructions carefully before charging. 

For internal use only/Do not expose to the weather 

 

Full instructions can be found here: 
https://www.manualslib.com/manual/1554802/Nordelettronica-Ne287-21a.html?page=4#man
ualhttps://www.manualslib.com/manual/1554802/Nordelettronica-Ne287-21a.html?page=4#
manual 

DESCRIPTION: 

NE287 is a charger for gel and lead storage batteries. The batteries should have a nominal 
voltage of 12V and a capacity of no less than 100Ah. The NE287 also works as a power 
supply. 

 

OPERATION: 

POWER SUPPLY MODE: 
NE287 operates as a power supply unit when there is a 230V mains supply and there is no 
service battery installed or connected. In this mode output voltage is fixed at 13,5V with 
maximum current of 17A (230W max) o 21A (280W max). 
In this mode, the LED green flashes. 
 
 
BATTERY CHARGER MODE: 
If there is a service battery and is powered by the mains supply, NE287 operates as a 
battery charger. 
 
Use the dip switches to choose the charging algorithm according to the type of battery. At 
switch on, the green led flashes to indicate which algorithm is selected via dip switches. The 
battery charger uses a combination of Constant Current and Constant Voltage. This makes it 
possible to significantly reduce charging time and prevents permanent damage to the 
batteries, even if the charger is permanently connected to the mains 230V. 
 
When battery charging is activated the power supply immediately provides the necessary 
voltage, so that the battery does not discharge (this is true if the charging voltage is lower 
than the maximum voltage available from the power supply, otherwise the battery will 

discharge in any case with voltage equal to the difference  

 



 
 

 
The battery charger can be connected to a temperature probe (to be placed on the battery), 
to adapt the charging algorithm selected at the temperature of the battery. 
 
 
 
Visual signal of the charge (MODE): 
 
 
- Red Led:                      First phase of charge. 
- Yellow Led:                  Second phase of charge. 
- Yellow + Green Led:    Third phase of charge only IUI0 algorithm. 
- Green Led:                   Battery charged, Maintenance phase. 
 

 

ALARMS: 
 
The yellow led flashes when the battery charger detects a fault: 

 
 
 
 
(1) Verify the battery connection. 
(2) The alarm is reset disconnecting the main supply. If it persists, consult your service. 
(3) The alarm will be reset itself when the charger cools. Verify the ventilation. 
(4) The charge is momentarily interrupted and the alarm will be reset itself when the battery 
cools. Verify the ventilation of the battery compartment or the battery status. 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 
A couple of wires are provided that cause some confusion... here's the summary: 
 

● The Grey line is optional - it would connect to pin 4 & is intended simply as a 12volt 
output  for use as a  mains-on indicator. It can be connected up to our 12v control 
panel to indicate when the mains is active.  But it's not essential at all. 

 
● EBC line is only to be used if you wish to perform a complete discharge / recharge 

cycle to reduce sulfation of the battery. Before doing so you would need to remove all 
load from the battery. So not for normal use (see table on page 5 of instructions) . 
There is a wiring diagram at the back of the manual that illustrates how this might be 
used in some circumstances - but generally not relevant to small campervan builders.  

 
● https://www.manualslib.com/manual/1554802/Nordelettronica-Ne287-21a.html?page

=5#manual 
 

 

https://www.manualslib.com/manual/1554802/Nordelettronica-Ne287-21a.html?page=5#manual
https://www.manualslib.com/manual/1554802/Nordelettronica-Ne287-21a.html?page=5#manual

